
Final Examination CS 4235 Summer 2009
A tribute to GT graduating seniors from (Name + GT Account Name):

(1) (0 points) Georgia Tech alumnus George P. Burdell is married to Ramona Cartwright.
Circle whether Ramona Cartwright is an alumnae of Georgia State University, Emory
University, Spelman College, Clark Atlanta University, Ogelthorpe University, or
Agnus Scott College .

(2) Read the following article from Ars Technica and answer the questions that follow.

When Adobe released Acrobat 9 last year, the company introduced support for em-
bedding Flash media in PDF files. This feature is now being used by attackers who
are exploiting a new vulnerability in Adobe’s Flash media plugin. The vulnerability
allows remote code execution, making it a potential vector for malware deployment.

Adobe’s security response team issued a statement on Wednesday (July 22), con-
firming the existence of a critical Flash vulnerability that is actively being exploited
in the wild. The attacks are currently targeted against Acrobat Reader on the Win-
dows platform. Adobe is working to address the problem and says that a fix will be
ready by July 30.

As a temporary measure to eliminate the security risk, Adobe recommends disabling
Flash support in Acrobat Reader by renaming or deleting the “authplay.dll” file.
Doing so will cause Acrobat Reader to abort when it attempts to reads a Flash-
enabled PDF.

The US Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) has published a cyberse-
curity alert about the vulnerability and warns that it could potentially be exploited
by malicious web sites in addition to PDFs. US-CERT echoes Adobe’s recommen-
dation to disable Flash in Acrobat, but also suggests disabling it in browsers too.

Security vendors McAfee and Symantec have both commented on the issue and
provided some technical insight. According to Symantec, one known exploit of this
vulnerability, which they have designated Trojan.Pidief.G, uses a heap spraying
technique.

“Recently we came into possession of an Adobe Acrobat PDF file that upon opening
drops and executes a malicious binary. It was quite clear that this PDF was ex-
ploiting some vulnerability in order to drop its payload,” wrote Symantec researcher
Patrick Fitzgerald in a blog entry. “During the analysis it soon became apparent
that this vulnerability was not one we had seen in the wild before. What was even
more surprising was that this vulnerability affects Adobe Flash – not Adobe Reader
as we initially suspected.”

Both security companies point out that Flash vulnerabilities are particularly tempt-
ing targets for attackers because of its ubiquitous platform support. It’s worth
noting, however, that the known exploits are currently platform-specific and only
target Windows.
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(3 points) Based on the text above, circle whether the vulnerability above is currently being

exploited by a worm, virus, or trojan (you may circle more than one).

(3 points) Based on the text above, is it likely that this vulnerability is the result of a logic
bomb, a buffer overflow, or an authentication error? Explain. buffer over-

flow, code
execution
often follows
from buffer
oveflow, the
other answers
don’t make
sense

(3 points) Suppose an email with a dangerous PDF had been sent to alice@kompany.com and
that Alice opens all PDF attachments that she receives. Further suppose that Kompany uses an
Intrusion Detection System. Is it likely that Alice’s computer would become infected? Explain.

Infection
likely, IDS
only detects

(3) Consider the red teaming assignment.

(3 points) What technique was used to ascertain the presence of active hosts on the private
network? scanning

(3 points) Circle whether traceroute was primarily used to formulate the biometric analysis,

host profile, service profile, or network diagram section of the report.

(3 points) What is the security implication of being able to determine the version of a service
running on a network-based host? Old versions

may have
known
exploits
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(4) (4 points) While tinkering in your copious spare time with a web browser from Basurasoft,
you discover a vulnerability that allows any website to exploit the Basurasoft browser and take
complete control of a user’s machine. You contact Basurasoft about the problem, but are told
that they are very busy lately, and a fix for the problem you discovered cannot be produced
until the year 2013. Describe what course of action you would pursue in this situation, and
specifically identify one or more ethical principles you would use to guide your actions. Given that

users should
not be left
vulnerable
to flawed
software, I
would try
to raise the
profile of the
issue with
basurasoft or
the media

(5) (4 points) One of your CS4235 classmates intends to propose marriage to his girlfriend
upon returning home next week. I wished him good luck and told him I hoped her reaction
would indicate a true positive. Describe a reaction to his proposal that would constitute a true
positive, and also describe a reaction that would constitute a false negative. TP: “YES!”

and she
means it.
FN: “Yeah
right!” but
she was being
sarchastic.

(6) (4 points) Ngiyagula Computer Corporation’s data center and headquarters were struck by
a large asteroid and completely destroyed. Rank the following terms in order of how helpful
they are for the near term resumption of normal operations of Ngiyagula: C D A B

A Business continuity plan

B Risk analysis

C Hot site

D Cold site

(7) (4 points) A group of Antarcticans snuck into Stoic Form software and acquired a copy of a
program called Cosmic Fifer FootTM, which is a copyrighted software product that uses patented
techniques. The Antarcticans are illegally distributing unaltered copies of this software on the
web. Have they violated American patent law, copyright law, or trademark law? Explain. (Hint:
I’m looking for only one category in your answer.) copyright;

making
copies is
illegal and
others don’t
apply
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(8) (3 points) Give three brief examples (one each) of how one might employ a database
(DBMS) to enhance confidentiality, integrity, and availability of an online service that holds
sensitive user information. C: Regular

users’ view
doesn’t have
sensitive info.
I: Changes
are logged.
A: Automatic
backups and
redundancy

(9) (3 points) Circle whether Electronic codebook (ECB), Cipher-block chaining (CBC), and

Counter (CTR) pertain to stream ciphers or block ciphers .

(10) (3 points) Circle whether a zip file protected with a password is an example of asymmetric

crypto or symmetric crypto .

(11) (4 points) Suppose user S composed an encrypted (but not signed) message M for a
receiver R using RSA. Circle whether M depends on (is a function of) S’s public key, S’s

private key, R’s public key , or R’s private key (you may circle more than one).

(12) (3 points) Suppose that Lisa has multiple twitter accounts, one named geekPrincess9000
and one named crunkaholicFeminat0r. Lisa posts items related to computing on the first
account and items related to various happenings at social events on the second. Someone was
able to determine (against Lisa’s wishes) that the two accounts have the same author, but
no information was discovered that relates to Lisa herself. Has Lisa’s privacy been violated?
Explain. No right

answer; some
might con-
sider Lisa’s
feelings
about it,
others might
point to no
real ID theft
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(13) (3 points) Major and Samantha graduated from Georgia Tech and both went to work for
Mcorp and Scorp, respectively. Previously, they enjoyed emailing each other and constantly
referring to an inside joke that involves the word “Antarctica,”, but Scorp’s Intrusion Prevention
System is set to block any network traffic that contains that word. To get around this problem,
they start using PGP to encrypt their email messages to each other so that the IPS does not
see the offending word. Does this usage scenario constitute a steganographic covert channel?
Explain. No, the com-

munication is
in the open
(known to
watchers),
encryption is
not a CC

(14) (3 points) Suppose Steve Ewing wanted to sell his old computer for parts. Steve liked to
keep lots of sensitive information on his computer’s hard drive. Define object reuse protection
in the context of operating systems security, and explain how the term applies to this situation
(specifically, his hard drive being sold to an untrusted third party). If Steve’s OS

didn’t do
object reuse
protection
(ensuring
data is
securely
erased), the
buyer may
get personal
info
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(15) (3 points) Many times over the course of the semester (and during the panel discussion),
Mike complained about situations in which security professionals are forced to take responsibil-
ity for incidents but were not given the authority before the incident happened to enact proper
security policy. If you were the president of Georgia Tech, how would you balance the desires of
security professionals for meaningful security controls with the needs of users for productivity?

Lots of
answers,
balancing act

(16) (0 points) Ikpeme and Mike hope you enjoyed the final. Please feel free to leave any
comments on the class here. Happy trails!
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